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Don’t Frack With Our Health

 
Breast Cancer Action opposes hydraulic fracturing, or
“fracking” because the practice exposes people to
endocrine disruptors and carcinogenic chemicals that
are linked to breast cancer.

Fracking is the process of taking millions of gallons of
water, mixing it with tens of thousands of gallons of
chemicals and pumping the mixture underground at
extreme pressure to break up rock formations and release
oil or natural gas. Over 700 chemicals are commonly used
in the process of drilling and fracking for oil and gas. Of
these, dozens are listed as “chemicals of concern”
because of their link to myriad health harms, and several
are known carcinogens or endocrine disruptors that have
proven links to breast cancer.

Chemicals used in the fracking process can leech into well water[1] that rural communities depend on, and
seep into underground aquifers and contaminate water supplies for people who live in far-off cities[2]. There is
also mounting evidence that fracking chemicals contaminate our food supplies[3] when polluted water is used
for irrigation or for cattle to drink. The chemicals used in the fracking process lack oversight, and there has
been no comprehensive study or analysis to prove that fracking is safe, despite industry claims to the contrary.
This is a growing industry that is capable of poisoning and polluting the basic necessities of life: our food and
water.

We have long been committed to stopping cancer before it starts, in addition to supporting women diagnosed
with the disease, and to do so we need to stop cancer-causing toxins from entering our world and bodies in
the first place. Fracking is part of this work to create healthier environments for all of us. As a breast cancer
organization long concerned with the impact of unregulated toxic industries, without corporate funders to
appease or please, we bring a strong feminist public health analysis to the movement against fracking.

Current Action

Protect our Public Lands Act of 2015 (HR-5844) is important legislation to ban hydraulic fracturing, or fracking,
on federal public lands. This is the strongest piece of federal legislation against fracking to date. Ask your
Representative to support and co-sponsor this important bill to ban fracking on federal public lands, including
national forests and lands around national parks.

Please check out our  writing on this critical issue: 

Breast Cancer and Fracking (one-pager)

Breast Cancer Action Takes On Health Risks of Fracking

“Why Fracking Must Be Banned” by Sandra Steingraber

http://bcaction.org/site-content/uploads/2013/10/Dont-Frack-With-Our-Health-Logo.jpg
http://cqrcengage.com/bcaction/app/write-a-letter?45&engagementId=105373
http://bcaction.org/site-content/uploads/2010/11/BC-Fracking-1-Pager.pdf
http://bcaction.org/2013/04/05/breast-cancer-action-takes-on-health-risks-of-fracking/
http://bcaction.org/2012/11/01/why-fracking-must-be-banned/
https://www.bcaction.org/
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What the Frack? Drill Rig Goes Pink(washing) for Breast Cancer

Chesapeake Energy Doesn’t Fracking Get It

Additional resources: 

Stop the Frack Attack

Americans Against Fracking coalition

Watch Breast Cancer Action on The Daily Show with Jon Stewart

View our webinar:

Fracking and Its Connection to Breast Cancer
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